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Overview

• RADAR-CNS overview

• RADAR-MDD study outline & progress

• RADAR-MDD data: One year in
• Usability, acceptability and feasibility

• Sample data
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Remote Assessment of Disease and Relapse -
Central Nervous System
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AIM

•Transform patient care through remote assessment using wearable technologies

•Identify characteristic patterns in the data collected that can predict relapse or deterioration

DISEASE CONDITIONS

•Major depressive disorder

•Multiple sclerosis (MS)

•Epilepsy

STRATEGY

•Create a pipeline for developing, testing and implementing remote measurement 
technologies

•Include generic data management and modelling infrastructure applicable to other disorders

•International consortium – academic and industry members

•Patient advisory board – feedback and expert opinion



Research Clusters
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Clinical Disorders Technical Platforms Translational Pathways

• Brings together clinical 
expertise

• Evaluates the feasibility, 
adherence and personal 
satisfaction with remote 
measurement technologies

• Addresses clinical 
harmonization required to 
assess sleep, physical activity, 
speech, mood, and cognition in 
everyday life

• Brings in technical and 
computing knowledge

• Produces a platform that can 
be used across numerous 
conditions and scenarios

• Provides data analysis 
expertise

• Translates findings efficiently 

and effectively into real-world 

clinical applications

• Understands and learns from 

the needs of patients, clinical 

services and regulators

• Aims to have workable clinical 

devices entering health 

services by 2020



Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)

• 4.4% of global population experience MDD ≈ 322 million
people living with the condition [1]

• 4.3% of all European DALYs and is the third leading cause of
DALYs in Europe [2]

• 2004: overall cost of €118 billion and 1% of total economy of
Europe [3]

• Low mood, loss of interest in daily activities: other
behavioural, cognitive, social, physical symptoms.

• Outcomes: reduced quality of life, increased mortality, loss of
occupational function, physical comorbidity.

• Chronic illness, characterised by periods of recovery and
relapse.
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MDD Measurement Challenges

• Measurement in MDD relies upon self-report using questionnaires, 
rating scales or interviews.

• Research – arbitrary time-points, snapshots of symptom experience

• Retrospective recall of symptoms biased

• Dysfunctional perceptions

• Loss of real-time variability

• Loss of context reactivity

• Clinical practice – unstructured data, limited range of assessments, 
relating to symptom severity (missing data on well-ness)

• Treatment versus prevention
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Remote Measurement Technologies (RMT)
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• Provides a solution to these issues:
• Rich, objective assessment of behaviour, speech and 

physiology. 
• Excellent temporal resolution
• Diurnal changes
• Prevention rather than treatment

Continuous data collection, taking into account clinical visits, treatment changes and life 
events.  

Paired with clinical data collection to identify predictors of relapse and 
remission

Detailed 
baseline 

assessment
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Remote Assessment of Disease and Relapse –
Major Depressive Disorder
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Began recruitment in November 2017

AIMS

•Determine usability, feasibility and acceptability of RMT in MDD

•Improve and refine clinical outcome measurement using RMT to measure 
current clinical state

•Determine whether multi-parametric RMT can provide information predictive 
of depressive relapse and other critical outcomes.

DESIGN

•Multi-centre prospective observational cohort study: London, Amsterdam, 
Barcelona

•2 year follow-up

•600 individuals with a history of MDD
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Outcomes

• Primary Outcome (every 3 months)
• Depressive Relapse
Yes/No

Inventory for Depression Scale – Self-
Report (IDS-SR) &

Composite Diagnostic Interview Short 
Form (CIDI-SF)

• Secondary outcomes

Depression severity (2-weeks)
8-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ8)

Self-Esteem (2-weeks)
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES)

Anxiety (3-months)
7-item Generalised Anxiety Disorder 
Questionnaire (GAD7)

Quality of Life/Disability 
(3-months)
Work and Social Adjustment Scale (WSAS)

Illness Perceptions (3-months)
Brief Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (IPQ)

Depression Remission (3-months)
IDS-SR/CIDI-SF
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• Contextual Variables (every 3 months)
• Treatment use/Adherence

• Healthcare service use

• Change in Life events



Eligibility criteria

• History of previous depression
• At least 2 lifetime episodes

• Most recent episode < 2 years

• No major medical comorbidity
• Long periods of hospitalisations

• Pregnancy

• Psychiatric comorbidity
• No psychosis, schizoaffective disorder, emotionally unstable personality 

disorder, bipolar disorder, MDD with psychotic features

• Able/willing to use Android smartphone for duration of follow-
up
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The recruitment process

1
3

Call 1

Call 2

Active apps (PHQ & RSES, 
ESM, FitBit)

Passive data apps (pRMT, 
Discovery by Mindstrong)

Follow-up calls:
3-day

1 week
1 month

every 3 months until 
completion

PRE-ENROLMENT ENROLMENT POST-ENROLMENT
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Recruitment progress: December 2017- July 2019
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• Work is underway to evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of the
system.

• Preliminary data illustrates good participant adherence to the study
protocol and high participant satisfaction with the overall system.

• Individual variability exists between the completeness of passive data
received, reflecting technical challenges which have informed system 
improvements.

• Ongoing research is essential to ensure large scale integration of 
digital technologies into the healthcare system.

Discussion



Partners
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Aim 1: Determine usability, feasibility and 
acceptability of RMT in MDD

• Monitoring data completeness
• Passive data streams
• Response rates to self-reported questionnaires across follow-up
• Completeness in relation to change in mood

• Qualitative interviews
• 15 people after first 3-months of participation
• [process evaluation – still scope to change aspects of protocol to maintain 

engagement]
• Premature drop-out interview
• 15 people after 1-year of participating
• Exit interview at study end-point

• Usability questionnaires (3-months, 1 year, endpoint)
• Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ)
• Technology Acceptance Model Fast-Form (TAM-FF)

• Passive data stream completeness
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